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Pr inc ipa l -基本理念- SAI has established by a Japanese 
who has learned social services 
and formative art to support you 
over better Communication, 
Creativity and Well-being in Espoo, 
Finland. 
 
Starting with working in between 
Finland and Japan, we are aiming 
to contribute to “little better 
society” by providing products and 
services concerning the 3 factors. 



The common concept of our 
services is social contribution 
through developing your 
communication, creativity and 
well-being. 
 
SAI is also working for improving 
welfare, education, social business, 
networking and cultural interaction 
in the 2 countries. 
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Cx3BOOSTER 



“BOOST your team’s Cooperative Creative Communication. ” 
 
In terms of making positive relationship with active listening, fairness, appreciation, trust 
etc., this communication card game for active team-building can provide you cooperative 
creative communication and following greater outcome and personal well-being. 
This has been tested by more than 70 players in Finland, Britain and Japan, and gained 
almost 100% positive feedback. 

Cx3BOOSTER [síːθríːbúːstəː] 

Setting Team-building camp in a summer cottage in Finish forest as the main service, we 
organize programs with combining Cx3BOOSTER work with synergic exercise, art-making, 
and outdoor activities etc. which seem suitable for better outcome of your team. 
With being supported by magnificent, beautiful and peaceful nature in Finland, why not 
challenge greater communication, creativity and well-being of your team. 
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Encounter Art program, a combination of brain science and personal care has developed in 
Japan since 1996. It has been taking and developing in Finland for 10 years. By inspiring 
your 5 senses with special guiding, you can make an unique and fantastic art even if you 
think “I am not good at drawing”. As it is expected to be effective in  brain activation, 
healing and empowering, wide range of people may gain various benefits. SAI takes this 
program mainly for workers, family support and as an artistic event. 

“Creative counselling” evokes your natural self expression by taking creative methods such 
as drawing, mind-mapping and choosing a colour effectively in counselling for mental 
health care and problem-solving, without too much counting on verbal communication. 
 
Also we provide social support for Japanese people living in Finland from early childhood 
education and family support points of view. 
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We have prepared descriptions of services both in English and Japanese. 
 
Besides, we are pleased to work for regarding communication, creativity, and well-being, and 
business concerning welfare, education and culture between Finland and Japan. Please contact us if 
you are interested. 
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B iography -人物紹介 - 

Aya Obayashi 
大林あや 

After learning formative art in Japan, Aya worked as a designer, a project 
manager and a team-building leader for an IT company. Meanwhile, she 
challenged colour-care counseling, social support for multicultural children 
and educational methods for the sake of social change.  Since 2011, she has 
moved to Finland to study social service at Laurea University of Applied 
Sciences. She also established a NPO “I.L.O. ry” and a company “SAI” for 
achieving social well-being, approaching person’s creativity and hidden talent  
by creative workshops, counseling and product development. 
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https://www.facebook.com/SAI.201503 

http://s-a-i.fi  



For your well-being 
  who change the world better. 
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